TOPIC: Private Browsing

Why you should care:
Private browsing helps prevent login and password info from being stored on public computers. It also helps prevent many websites from collecting info regarding your browsing habits.

All major web browsers feature private browsing, though it may have a different name depending on the browser. Make sure you have one of these browsers installed on your machine.

Quick steps for initiating private browsing:

Internet Explorer: Click on Gear icon -> Safety -> InPrivate Browsing

Chrome: Click on Menu icon -> New incognito window

Firefox: Click on Firefox icon -> New private window

Safari: Click on Safari -> Private browsing

Safari iPhone/iPad: From Home Screen, click on Settings -> Safari -> Turn Private Browsing on

Once your new private browsing window or tab is opened, use the browser like you normally would. That’s it!

Questions?: Contact the CLT at 682-7838